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Speaker: Dr. Inaki Gamborena  
Title: Mastering implant success in the esthetic area 

 

Summary 
In this lecture, the participant will have an overview on how to achieve optimal 
esthetics results using connective tissue grafts for long term stability in different 
treatment alternatives: delayed implant placement, immediate implant placement 
or recessions around implants. 
 
Objectives 
–  Importance of soft tissue grafts for long term esthetic results, when, how, why  
– Graft quality, characteristics, quantity and position play an important role on 
the final result  
– Slim concept : from the surgical to the prosthetic workflow, timing and 
sequence 
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Speaker: Dr. Sundeep Rawal  
Title: Digital Driven Implant Planning: An Innovative Ecosystem from Diagnosis 
to Delivery 
 
Summary 
From treatment planning to design of definitive restorations, technology is 
changing the processes used to offer therapy to patients allowing clinicians to 
use these newer technologies to make treatment protocols more efficient and 
less time consuming, especially for varied implant treatment modalities. With 
easy entry into the digital workflow, it is now possible to deliver predictable 
outcomes, shorten treatment time, gain higher case acceptance, and immediate 
patient satisfaction. Technology enhances all phases of treatment by creating an 
ecosystem designed for ease of use, and together these suites of state of the art 
concepts allow for the most innovative way to deliver restorative excellence to 
our patients. 
 
Objectives 
– Gain insight into digital diagnosis and treatment planning 
– Understand how technology creates efficiencies in the modern dental implant 
practice 
– Visualize a complete workflow which allows clinicians to deliver optimal 
outcomes 

 



 
 

 
 

Speaker: Dr. Alessandro Pozzi  
Title: Orchestration of DTX software, static guided surgery, dynamic navigation 
and guided prostheses for full arch and terminal dentitions patients 

 

Objectives 
– Understanding the benefits and disadvantages of using DTX software to plan, 
design and deliver digitally guided surgery and prosthetics  
– Gain knowledge on the guidelines template guided and x-guide navigation 
implant surgery  
– Feel confidence and being able to differentiate when immediate loading is 
feasible  
– Managing the soft tissue interface for pink free full arch restorations   
 
 
 



 
 

Speaker: Dr. Ken Parrish 
Title: Incorporating navigated implant placement into a practice-building digital 
workflow 
 
Summary 
Three-dimensional navigated implant placement offers much more than routine 
surgical accuracy and precision. Patient-satisfying immediacy can become a 
realistic routine option. Learn how to harness the power of 3D Dynamic 
navigation for surgical procedures and prosthetic planning. 
 
Objectives 
– Three-dimensional navigated implant placement utilizing X-Guide technology 
– Patient and practice advantages of incorporating dynamic navigation 
– The importance of digital planning for optimal outcomes 



 
 

Speaker: Dr. Giorgio Tabanella  
Title: Managing complications: Step by step clinical procedure 
 
Summary 
Failures, complications or iatrogenic conditions are dramatically increasing 
worldwide. The retreatment of these “unique cases” is definitely challenging but 
it can be also turned into a deep learning experience. Novel approaches are 
proposed to identify the variables that will effect the clinical decision-making to 
achieve optimal “biomimetic” and long lasting results. The decision whether a 
retreatment should be performed is ideally driven by update evidence-based 
information but also on clinician’s ability to provide and maintain over time 
adequate bone volume as well as mucosa quality.  
 
Objectives 
–  Assess the risk of retreating failures and complications  
–  Define specific protocols and minimally invasive surgical techniques to retreat 
failures  
–  Understand how to boost the mucosa phenotype for long-term stability  
 
 



 

 
Speaker: Dr. Paulo Malo  
Title: Immediate function and long-term benefits for the edentulous patients: 
Choosing the ideal treatment solution 

 

Summary 

Immediate Function and the All-on-4® treatment concept have changed the lives 
of millions of patients worldwide for decades. As the number of edentulous 
patients is continuously growing and demands are changing, you need to be 
prepared. Learn how NobelPro™ Line can help you to advance from 
straightforward cases to mastering even the most challenging situations.   
 
 
 



 
 

Speaker: Dr. Sascha Jovanovic  
Title: Augmentation with guided bone regeneration and soft tissue graft to 
ensure long term esthetic and stable implant results 

 

Summary 
Dr. Jovanovic will discuss optimizing the biology and tissue behavior for esthetic 
results in implant therapy. During this session, Dr. Jovanovic will examine new 
protocols, materials, and Nobel Biocare’s leading creos™ regenerative solutions 
portfolio. Lastly, he will discuss biological and clinical evidence that helps 
optimize esthetic results in implant therapy, both when planning for immediate 
protocols and when waiting for the tissue to heal. 
 
Objectives 

– Developing trends in the field of tissue regeneration 

– New treatment concepts that allow biological advantages in the fragile soft 
tissue implant/restoration interface 

– How to achieve optimal esthetic results with implant therapy 

 


